
1 Poole’s common-space scores range from -1 (liberal) to +1 (conservative), and are comparable
across institutions and time.  That is, it is legitimate to claim that a Representative serving in 1942
with a score of .20 is more conservative than a Senator serving in 1969 with a score of .19, and that a
President serving in 1972 with a score of .43 is substantially more conservative than either the
Representative and Senator.  The usefulness of being able to make the same comparisons with
independent commissioners is obvious.

APPENDIX B: Independent Commissioner Ideology

Unlike federal judges, there are practically no available measures of the ideology of independent

commissioners. One might take a cue from the judicial politics literature, and employ partisanship as an

ideology surrogate. This approach treats every democratic commissioner as essentially identical to every

other democratic commissioner. Instead, measures of the ideology of the appointing president might be

employed as surrogates for commissioner ideology.  Tate/Handberg scores of appointing president

ideology, while constructed for judicial politics, are sufficiently broad to serve as general economic

ideology indicators (Tate & Handberg 1991), but are an ordinal scale (-1,0,1). Segal et al. provide a more

nuanced set of presidential ideology that might also be used to attribute as commissioner ideology (Segal

et al. 2000), but are not available for presidents prior to FDR.

Snyder and Weingast relied on the lifetime voting record of NLRB Board members as their

measures of ideology for commissioners (Snyder & Weingast 2000).  A board member’s ideology is

measured as the proportion of cases in which he or she voted for the liberal (pro-labor) outcome.  Chang

(2001) constructed a measure of interest rate preferences for all FOMC board members, presidents, and

members of the Senate Banking Committee from 1970 to 1994.  However, neither technique maintains

the same scale across institutions. Bailey and Chang (2001) have demonstrated the importance of

ensuring comparability of ideology measures, showing that Moraski and Shipan’s (1999) analysis of

Supreme Court appointments is flawed. In doing so, Bailey and Chang established ideology measures for

the president, legislators and Supreme Court appointees that are truly comparable, but their bridging

technique has not been generalized to other institutions.

We established an alternative bridging technique for estimating the ideology of independent

regulatory commissioners, based on the collection of 72 independent commissioners who have previously

served in Congress since 1937. For this group of independent commissioners, a variety of ideological

indicators are available from their legislative service. We chose to focus on Poole’s (1998) common-

space measures of political conservatism because it has been shown that the scores are static across a

legislative career, even in the face of changing constituencies (Poole 1999; Poole and Romer 1993), and

because the scores are strictly comparable across institutions and time.1 We assume the scores remain

accurate measures of ideology for members of Congress both before and after they served in Congress,

and we modeled the ideology of these 72 bridging politicians in a linear regression, as a function of some

key factors available for all independent commissioners. We then attribute the ideology scores to all

independent commissioners.

A commissioner’s ideology, in Poole’s common-space metric, is extrapolated from the linear

equation implied by Table A. These scores provide substantial differentiation between commissioners, as

illustrated in Figure A, for the commissioners of the FTC, FCC, and SEC. In addition, the scores are

scaled in the same issue space and on the same metric as Poole’s common-space scores, making relative

comparisons possible across institutional settings.  That is, they allow researchers to legitimately claim

that if commissioner J has an ideology of .3, and president K has an ideology of .31, the commissioner is

less conservative than the president.
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Figure A: Distribution of Commissioner Ideology Scores

Table A: OLS Model of Independent Commissioner Ideology

Dependent Variable: Poole’s common space W-nominate scores

Sample: Independent commissioners who have served in one of the 75th -105th Congresses

Independent Variables coefficients

Constant -.003

Commissioner’s own party (-1 democrat, 0 independent, +1 republican) .165

Cross-Party Appointment Required  (0 - no, 1 - yes)† .108

Unified Government at time of appointment (0 - no, 1 - yes)* .040

Years from Appointment Until Next Inauguration* .022

Southern Democrat (0 - no, 1 - yes) .016

Wright/Erikson/McIver State Ideology (0 - liberal, 1 - conservative)a .610

R2 .81

n 72

* in positive values for Republican presidents, negative values for Democratic presidents

† in negative values for Republican presidents, positive values for Democratic presidents

a See Wright et al. 1985

These proposed ideology scores for independent commissioners admittedly rest on a number of untested

assumptions (unidimensionality, stability of preferences over time outside the congressional arena). But

in light of the complete absence of any published indicators of ideology for executive branch personnel,

we believe these scores are a useful step towards separating the president’s ideological and partisan

tactics in chairmanship selection.


